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Top: “Greenland Is Melting Away” (New York Times)
Bottom: “My Four Months as a Private Prison Guard” (Mother Jones)

Abstract: Increasing mobile audience engagement with long-form journalism has prompted industry to update the digital design conventions originally established by the New York Times’s Pulitzer-Prize winning “Snow
Fall” in 2012. Since 2015, such innovations have adapted to smaller mobile
screens with a leaner aesthetic orienting multimedia elements in succession rather than crowding them on the same screen. Increased automated
activation via scrolling has intensified the immersive experience of the story
world, making its function as cognitive container of reader attention even
more potent than in the first wave of products following “Snow Fall.” With
roots in ekphrasis, the word/image dialectic central to media theory, the
aesthetic borrows from the photographic art movement of Pictorialism and
from the cinematic montage method of Sergei Eisenstein. This new wave of
innovative storytelling signals the latest attempts at capitalizing on engaged
time without burdening users with excessive interactive elements. Legacy
media have invested in major projects while start-ups less than a decade old
have generated award-winning pieces, cementing their reputations as the
latest powerhouses of literary journalism. Branded content is also on the
leading edge of the genre as seen in the most recent productions of TBrand
and WSJ Studios, the respective content marketing divisions of the New
York Times and Wall Street Journal that produced multimedia features to
promote Narcos and Orange Is the New Black for Netflix, indicating corporate synergies between print, television, and online news media.
Keywords: digital long-form journalism – narrative aesthetics – mobile audiences – cognitive container – media convergence
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“I trust the creative eye will continue to function, whatever technological
innovations may develop.” — Ansel Adams

I

n December of 2016, Harvard University’s Nieman Storyboard spotlighted
the Washington Post’s “A New Age of Walls” for crossing a new “storytelling
frontier” in digital long-form journalism, thus designating it the most important advance in the genre’s brief but fierce evolution since the landmark 2012
publication of “Snow Fall: The Avalanche at Tunnel Creek” in the New York
Times.1 Spanning “eight countries across three continents,” its announced
purpose is to delve into “divisions between countries and peoples through interwoven words, video, and sound.”2 Unlike “Snow Fall,” the Post had several
close competitors in 2016. Longform.org—a major aggregator of digital literary journalism, along with Longreads.com—gave top honors for its Best of
2016 list3 to Shane Bauer’s “My Four Months as a Private Prison Guard” from
Mother Jones. His story—culled from his 35,000-word manuscript—was the
most ambitious in the history of the magazine.4 This chilling latter-day Newjack has prompted comparisons to Ted Conover’s magnum opus and earned
mention among the most acclaimed works of undercover reporting dating
back to Nelly Bly’s 1887 infiltration into Gilded Age madhouses.5 Second after Bauer on Longreads’ list is Evan Ratliff’s “The Mastermind,” an absorbing
saga of Paul Le Roux’s leadership of a prescription drug, narcotics, and money
laundering cartel while working as a D.E.A. cooperative. The piece appeared
in the Atavist Magazine, which Ratliff founded and now edits, a platform that
has emerged as a major force among startups in the digital long-form industry
along with Byliner, Narratively, and the Big Roundtable.
Screenshot of Evan Ratliff,
“Mastermind,” Atavist,
March10, 2016. Ratliff is
the founder and editor of the
digital magazine that revolutionized longform journalism
online. Atavist produced its
first print anthology, Love
and Ruin (New York: Norton,
2016) to showcase its status
as the first digital-only publication to win the prestigious
Feature Writing category of
the 2015 National Magazine
Awards.
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This new generation to follow the first wave of digital literary journalism
inspired by “Snow Fall” reflects the latest developments in technological and
industrial media convergence. Pew labs have recently found that despite the
small screen and multitasking often associated with cellphones, consumers
spend about twice the time with long-form news compared with short form.6
Industry has responded with stunning new products featuring unprecedented achievements in multimedia storytelling. Centuries of experimentation
with mixed-media artistic expression preceded this radically hybridized form,
beginning with the ancient Greeks’ use of ekphrasis and extending through
Richard Wagner’s 1849 Gesamtkunstwerk. Now Wagner’s aim of “uniting every branch of Art into the common Artwork”7 appears more attainable than
ever, promising to enable journalism to be conceived of as “literary, musical,
visual, and performative, rather than just as one of these forms,” as Owen
Smith notes.8 Through digital long form’s advanced media technology, ekphrasis—media at the intersection of word and image—has never been more
capable of closing the gap between the verbal and the visual so that the effect
“begins to seem paradigmatic of a fundamental tendency in all linguistic expression,” as W. J. T. Mitchell asserts in his seminal Picture Theory.9

A

s old media and their attendant narrative powers converge with the latest
digital storytelling technologies, industry has moved into a heightened
state of economic competition that has inspired some of the most innovative achievements in digital literary journalism. This research examines how
the market for digital literary journalism has accelerated into an experimental phase marked by a distinct turn toward streamlined app-inspired design
features desired by mobile audiences. Those innovations have introduced a
leaner narrative aesthetic marked by careful editorial selection and placement
of multimedia elements prioritizing storytelling over displays of technological prowess. Intensified focus on linear narration marks a major advance in
digital long form’s function as a cognitive container10 captivating reader attention. This study reveals how the bourgeoning aesthetic of digital literary
journalism is fueled by industry’s quest for audience engagement, and how
the form’s largely unexplored adaptation of print conventions to cinema’s
montage method is the lynchpin of its narrative function. If “the house of
journalism,” as Robert Boynton envisions it, “is a big house” with many different rooms each with its own unique shape and décor bearing names like
“‘feature,’ ‘essay,’ ‘foreign report,’ and ‘book,’” the digital interface has introduced space for the “supreme nonfiction.”11 He reasons that if technological
tools are designed to advance civilization and enhance the quality of life, and
that if we expect constant improvements in media software and hardware
devices that have raised the standard of quality for users’ expectations for
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Screenshot of Shane Bauer’s
award-winning piece that he
speculated was the most ambitious published in Mother
Jones (July-August 2016).
Aggregator Longform.org
selected it as the Best of 2016.

what they watch, read, browse, listen to or communicate, we should expect
journalism to rise to commensurate new supreme heights.

T

he following examination of literary journalism’s digital renaissance
builds on Nora Berning’s assertion that “online literary reportages represent an imperative counterweight to conventional journalism,” one “essential
both for our emotional and intellectual survival.”12 Attention then turns to the
aesthetics of the Post’s “A New Age of Walls,” followed by the form’s broader
adaptation of cinematic storytelling techniques. The conclusion considers the
new—and surprisingly young—audiences the genre now attracts. The rising
appeal and status of digital literary journalism testifies to Berning’s assertion
that “as part of the panoply of human communications, literary reportages on
the Internet will, in the long term, serve as a fruitful alternative to tell stories
in a captivating way.”13 The new aesthetic underscores how digital long form
is undergoing its next “cool moment” since “Snow Fall,” as then-editor Jill
Abramson described the impact of its 2012 release.14 The current media ecosystem has enabled journalists to perform “the double role of communicator
and narrator to give shape to the information in a way that the print version
does not allow,” as Berning aptly observes.15
WSJ Studios, the content
marketing division of the
Wall Street Journal’s Advertising Department, produced
this story for Netflix to promote its original TV series,
Narcos. This is a screenshot
of the piece that won the
2016 Webby Award for Best
Branded Editorial Experience
Site.

Literary Journalism’s Digital Renaissance

he aesthetic of digital narrative has evolved distinctly toward an immersive experience with an in-app feel that combines cinema’s enthralling
sense of audiovisual wonder with literary culture’s craft of the written word.
New rooms in the house of journalism have recently opened, and literary
journalism scholars have only begun to explore their transformation of the
art of narrative. Alternative production processes—which involve nontraditional funding and partnerships—have spawned products that have transformed online literary culture.16 Interactivity, for example, may be a benefit
or detriment depending on how it is deployed. Because interactive elements
in a long-form piece do not lend themselves well to iPhone use, industry has
moved away from embedding them within the body of stories, placing them
instead at the beginning or end of the text. After the denouement has settled
in, readers can revisit the most salient points of the piece in an interactive
format, as in the conclusion of WSJ Custom Studios’ “Cocainenomics,” a
Wall Street Journal paid piece commissioned by Netflix to promote Narcos.17
Its striking opening offers a pointer bearing the invitation, “click to interact”
hovering near the letters of its title spelled out in the white powdery narcotic. Clicking, or tapping on a mobile device, enables the reader to move the
snowy substance around the screen, breaking up the lettering, an effect both
pleasing for its sheer feat of technological verisimilitude, and appalling to the
reader’s moral conscience. In this case, the interactive element is extremely
effective at sounding the narrative’s keynote and luring the reader into this
highly immersive—and addictive—world of Pablo Escobar’s deadly cartel.

Screenshot of New York
Times’s Webby Award–winning story, October 27, 2015,
arguably its most innovative
storytelling since “Snow Fall”
(2012).

The New York Times’s “Greenland is Melting Away,” which won a 2016
Webby Award for Best Individual Editorial Experience,18 typifies the latest
move away from embedded interactives, especially optional elements to tap
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or click that might interrupt downward scrolling that drives the narrative.
Thus to read this story is to experience it in a linear, and thus more deeply absorbing top-to-bottom progression with no sidebars or diversions to pull the
reader out of the main narrative sweep. Even the spectacular satellite zoomin effect—which distinguishes this piece from the rest of the genre—is only
interactive and thus user controlled through scrolling. Data visualizations tell
their stories increasingly through automation as the reader progresses through
the story. This is the Times’s showcase of sterling prose working in tandem
with photography, charts, graphics, and documents, and scrollytelling for an
immersive National Geographic aesthetic, such as that established in “K2” for
its tablet magazine.19

T

he industrial context for such digital production has shifted literary and
book culture traditionally rooted in print toward the screen.20 Encouraged by the expansion of smartphone screens and the growth of the tablet
market, book publishers are investing in developing new combinations of
textual forms. Scribner’s Nixonland, for example, appeared in a tablet version
featuring footage from the CBS archive imbedded in the narrative as twentyseven video clips. Integrated into the text at opportune moments, this footage
contextualizes the prose storytelling.21 Literature’s migration onto the screen
includes e-short publisher Byliner’s acquisition of original journalism by a
host of renowned authors, including Anthony Swofford, Buzz Bissinger, Jon
Krakauer, Lawrence Lessig, and Paige Williams.22 Krakauer’s Three Cups of
Deceit was Byliner’s debut story that famously sold over 200,000 copies after
the first 90,000 circulated as free publicity.23 The print magazine industry has
seized upon the new aesthetic potential of enhanced multimedia storytelling,
as witnessed in Wired’s pioneering iPad edition that encouraged similar digital products from Popular Mechanics and Esquire.24
Byliner and Atavist charge readers for their stories, either as e-singles or
by subscription, whereas the Post’s “New Age of Walls” functions as a loss
leader much in the way

Screenshot from the Washington Post’s “A New Age of
Walls” (October 12, 2016),
spotlighted by Nieman Storyboard for crossing a storytelling frontier.
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the products of WSJ Custom Studios
and TBrand Studio (“Women Inmates”)
circulate as free Netflix advertisements
for Narcos and Orange Is the New Black.
This radical experimentation in alternative business models has converged print
media into cross-platform storytelling,
as in Piper Kerman’s prison memoir
finding new life on television and as
long-form digital journalism.25 In 2015,
Atavist won its first National Magazine
Award for Feature Writing for “Love and
Ruin” by James Verini, prompting the
publication of its first print anthology.
Founder and editor Adam Ratliff could
appreciate the irony of the situation, acknowledging, “We are known as much
for our digital design as for the pieces
animated by that digital design.” Yet
publishing a print anthology carries special transmedia significance in his view,
since, “stories meant as a breakwater
against the creep of online ephemerality
are naturally at home in print, the medium that originally inspired us to create
them.”26

“T

Edward Steichen, The Flatiron Building,
New York City, on a Rainy Night, 1905
(Library of Congress/Wikipedia Commons). This atmospheric photograph
epitomized the Pictorialist movement
in photography, which promoted the
medium of individual artistic expression.
Its aesthetic—soft visual effects that use
light to evoke a mood—are echoed in the
Post’s 2016 “A New Age of Walls.”

The Aesthetic Achievement of “A New Age of Walls”

he New Age of Walls” has inaugurated a visual aesthetic not seen
in media history since Pictoralism, the movement that aestheticized
photography by depicting subjects with soft visual effects as in the brooding
atmospherics of Edward Steichen’s The Flat Iron Building. Among the Washington Post’s most visible innovations is that its videos appear only in black
and white, casting the narrative’s aesthetic in a chilling almost surreal light.
The color world we know and routinely see in journalistic photography and
videography appears at an otherworldly critical distance in the piece. The
“grayscale montage of recent speeches by world political figures from Trump
to Boris Johnson to Marine Le Pen . . . . strikes a retrospective chord, as
though we were analyzing these events from a moment in the future,” Nieman’s Allison Eck notes. The concussive violence of this sequence echoes the
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rage of these leaders responsible for the global proliferation of walls between
nations. Such dark moments are alleviated by video loops the open chapters
with the daily life of migrant camps at borders, which function as “an ostinato
against the bleakness of struggle.”27

S

uch subtlety is not lost on the reader, who encounters one medium per
screen, thus eliminating the multitasking of older designs that encouraged
simultaneously playing videos and reading, a practice that erodes overall user
cognition and robs power from the narrative.28 The innovation has corrected
for two other flaws in the original digital long-form design established in
2012: readers had too much autonomy to skip ahead in text-heavy formats,
and conversely not enough freedom to navigate between sections in multimedia stories that flow from one scene to the next. The result is an immersive
experience harkening back to 1990s video games in which video interludes
end by landing players in a new environment, inviting them to continue their
adventure through whatever channel and pace they desire. “Moon Shot” and
“Beyond the Map,” both interactive online documentaries on the digital Epic
Magazine, similarly provide immersion and cohesion through aerial video
transitions, as well as user autonomy to select the video “chapter” of choice.
This autonomy does not sacrifice, but instead encourages the deep reading associated with the literary mind that critics such as Nicholas Carr have feared
would become obsolete in the digital age. These latest multimedia designs
represent nearly two decades of innovation toward linear storytelling that has
advanced well beyond the hyperlinked shovelware that encouraged superficial
horizontal scanning and skimming practices associated with multitasking.29
The aesthetic of digital long form now relies less on individual effects such
as parallax scrolling, the dramatic “curtain effect” made famous by “Snow
Fall.”30 Editorial selection and sequencing of multimedia have never been
more sensitive to the written narrative, thus gaining greater emphasis than
technological pyrotechnics, as seen in the unmistakable documentary feel of

Screenshot from the Washington Post’s “A New Age of
Walls” (October 12, 2016),
spotlighted by Nieman Storyboard for crossing a storytelling frontier.
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“The New Age of Walls” that frees readers from distracting opportunities to
“interact” through a series of buttons.

B

New Media Spawn New Narratives

oth documentary film and print literary journalism depend on creative
processes that demand time to consider events so they may be rendered
in a “more detailed and often layered context.”31 Immersive reporting is a
signature of both forms, which necessarily are investing in the aesthetics of
narrative method. In some cases, such as Francois Girard’s Thirty Two Short
Films about Glen Gould, a biopic of the eccentric musical virtuoso, the form
can be radically experimental, eschewing the traditional Aristotelian narrative
convention for one closer to Sergei Eisenstein’s montage.32 Montage, the process of creating a coherent composite from fragments, is the direct forbearer
of digital literary journalism and its eclectic repertoire.33 Recent research has
established that visual transitional techniques integral to digital long form are
responsible for “forging a space for linear narrative on the web,” especially
in comparison to hyperlinked menus of items.34 Whereas seminal studies of
digital long form emphasize how the core elements of literary journalism
drive linear narrative in the genre and spread brand identity,35 research has yet
to explore its full range of aesthetic expression of ekphrasis.
The standard narrative staples of setting, characters, events, and plot play
vital roles in digital long form.36 Yet more ambitious plot structures reach
toward an epic global scale, while others experiment with complexity, such as
the Russian doll method of recursively embedded storytelling. Marie-Laure
Ryan’s definition of narrative as “a mental representation of causally connected states and events that captures a segment in the history of a world and of
its members” is intentionally broad enough to accommodate a wide range of
modalities expressed through converged media. “This logico-semantic characterization of narrative is sufficiently abstract to be regarded as a cognitive
universal but flexible enough to tolerate a wide range of variations,” such as
simple, dramatic, complex, parallel, and epic storytelling structures.37 Theoretical nomenclature must ascend beyond basic categories to properly identify
the new narratives that new media is producing. Technological prowess is not
an end in itself, but is at the heart of these new digital long-form narratives,
as the latest research interventions by Tuomo Hiippala into the structure of
multimodal documents demonstrate.38
Kathryn Hayles has shown that digital media do not simply place us
before a static text, but instead situate us within a system continually producing a dynamic object. So immersed, “we are the medium and the medium is
us,”39 according to her twenty-first century version of Marshall McLuhan’s
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famous formulation. A side-by-side comparison of “Snow Fall” with its more
recent counterparts such as “A New Age of Walls” highlights the importance
of increased linearity in design innovation. Designers have taken seriously the
point made by literary critic Sven Birkerts that “if readers are really caught in
narrative suspense, eager to find what happens next or emotionally bonded
to the characters, they would rather turn pages under the guidance of the author than freely explore a textual network.”40 Phones and tablets now mimic
books in precisely this manner. Fewer lateral features appear in the margins
beside the written text of “A New Age of Walls,” making it far better adapted
for reading on a smartphone. The new streamlined designs have encouraged
more linear reading on a vertical axis akin to book reading or film viewing
rather than surveying a news landing page or database of hyperlinks across a
broader, rather than deeper, horizontal axis.

C

New Narratives Beckon New Audiences

omplex long form is not beyond the reach of today’s online audiences,
who are more sophisticated than the stereotype of online readers with
short attention spans suggests. Many news organizations have discovered
alternatives to clickbait, headline-driven news briefs, and stories generated
by a single tweet. Multiplying niches, media, and templates have encouraged a sharp rise in the supply of narrative reporting. The charge that literary
journalism is a “small niche activity, produced for a limited and culturally
privileged audience” is no longer tenable, as Erik Neveu argues, even across
media such as television’s online renaissance that thrives on the proliferation
of choice that is “endlessly increasing, fragmenting audiences.”41 The long tail
of the internet now includes not only on-demand streaming video, but longform in-depth podcasting, as the triumph of NPR’s Serial illustrates. Length
and complexity may be a reason for, not a hindrance to, success as seen in
the increasing complexity of narrative on television (The Wire, House of Cards,
Game of Thrones, The Leftovers, Black Mirror).
Television’s link to print literary journalism and the book publishing industry is readily apparent in the example of Piper Kerman, the Smith College
graduate—and felon—whose book, Orange Is the New Black: My Year in a
Women’s Prison, Netflix acquired for its series. Rising interest in digital long
form thus converges with the literary world and lengthy on-demand television series to reinforce recent findings indicating decreasing attention span
is more myth than documented fact.42 Even BuzzFeed, the platform most
notorious for its “snackable” content, has entered the long-form market with
content that now competes with august platforms, such as the Guardian.43
Because audiences now search and witness events themselves, journalism must
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not become obsolete. This post-scoop era should free journalists to “return
to an older and higher view of their calling: not as reporters of what’s going
on,” but as literary artists, equipped with digital tools to “[strengthen] our
understanding of the world” with “informed, interpretive, explanatory, even
opinionated takes on current events,” as Mitchell Stephens explains.44 With
this freedom, the supreme nonfiction as Boynton envisioned it is soaring at
the height of its powers.
–––––––––––––––––
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